Bilinguals report more tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) failures than monolinguals. Three accounts of this disadvantage are that bilinguals experience between-language interference at (a) semantic and/or (b) phonological levels, or (c) that bilinguals use each language less frequently than monolinguals. Bilinguals who speak one language and sign another help decide between these alternatives because their languages lack phonological overlap. Twenty-two American Sign Language (ASL)-English bilinguals, 22 English monolinguals, and 11 Spanish-English bilinguals named 52 pictures in English. Despite no phonological overlap between languages, ASL-English bilinguals had more TOTs than monolinguals, and equivalent TOTs as Spanish-English bilinguals. These data eliminate phonological blocking as the exclusive source of bilingual disadvantages. A small advantage of ASL-English over Spanish-English bilinguals in correct retrievals is consistent with semantic interference and a minor role for phonological blocking. However, this account faces substantial challenges. We argue reduced frequency of use is the more comprehensive explanation of TOT rates in all bilinguals.
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Introduction
All language users report occasional difficulty retrieving words they are sure they know (Brown, 1991; Brown & McNeill, 1966; Schwartz, 1999) . Such experiences have been called tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) states for speakers and tip-of-the-fingers (TOF) states for signers (Thompson, Emmorey, & Gollan, 2005) . TOTs offer an opportunity to view the mechanisms of language production under a magnifying glass by illuminating points of weakness in the system. Signers and speakers experiencing a TOF/TOT often retrieve meaning-related alternative words (e.g., hyena for scavenger), and also form-related alternatives (e.g., scaffolding for scavenger) suggesting separate access stages for meaning and for form in language production (e.g., Bock & Levelt, 1994) . Bilinguals with two spoken languages, unimodal bilinguals, experience significantly more TOTs than monolinguals, suggesting that the mechanism underlying TOTs is sensitive to the existence of two lexicons, two phonological systems, or both (Gollan & Acenas, 2004; Gollan & Silverberg, 2001) . Evidence from bilinguals who are fluent in a spoken and a signed language, bimodal bilinguals, can help differentiate between accounts of the increased TOT rate in bilinguals and of the TOT phenomenon itself.
The activation of form-related words during TOTs led to perhaps the most intuitive account of the TOT phenomenon, the ''phonological blocking" hypothesis. On this view, TOTs arise at the point of phonological encoding, and may be related to malapropisms, a different type of speech error in which speakers mistakenly retrieve a phonologically related word instead of the intended target (e.g., saying anecdote instead of antidote). Early studies on TOTs seemed to confirm phonological blocking (Jones 1989; Jones & Langford, 1987; Roediger, 1974; for review see Brown, 1991) , but this account was challenged by evidence that experimenter-provided phonologically related words facilitate correct retrievals (James & Burke, 2000; Meyer & Bock, 1992 , Vitevitch, 2002 . Nevertheless, blocking accounts of
